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Abstract: Smart cities are ubiquitous topic today, and emerge as preferred concept for future development of human lifestyle. In the international literature, there are only 
a few articles dealing critically with the topic of the smart cities, and even fewer of them are interdisciplinary. Integrated sensor systems are a prerequisite for developing 
the concept of smart cities in practice because individual sensors can hardly meet the demands of the smart cities for complex information. This paper provides an 
overview of the theoretical concept of smart cities and the integrated sensor systems. The article promotes an interdisciplinary approach to the study of the smart cities, 
where geomatics should also contribute due to the fact that most of the information has a spatial component. 
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1 Introduction 

 
The phrase "smart city" is becoming ubiquitous in the 

political, economic, scientific and colloquial discourse. In 
most cases, the positive effects of smart cities on the 
environment and people are emphasized, imposing the 
concept of smart development as one of the best solutions 
for the future challenges that endanger humanity. 
Integrated sensor systems are the first step in the 
development of the concept of smart cities. The aim of 
this article is to provide a critical review of the issue of 
sensor systems within smart cities. 

 
1.1 Terms and Definitions 

 
The term "smart city" is similar to the concepts of 

intelligent city, digital city, information city, e-city, 
virtual city, cyber-city, global city, network city, digital 
community, smart community, etc. [1, 2]. Spatially 
considered, the smart city is apart of a broader approach 
of "smarter planet", tailored to specific urban areas [3]. 
On the other hand, smaller territorial units of the smart 
cities are "smart homes" [4, 5]. Out of several definitions 
of smart cities given in the terminology, the following one 
has been chosen: smart city is "the safe, secure, 
environmental and efficient urban centre of the future 
with advanced infrastructures such as sensors, electronic 
devices and networks to stimulate sustainable economic 
growth and a high quality of life" [6]. 

A sensor is a device that converts physical parameters 
into an electronic signal, which can be interpreted by 
humans or can be stored in autonomous system. These 
signals for conventional sensors include among other 
things light, pressure, temperature, humidity and various 
other parameters [4]. 

Integrated sensor systems include the use of multiple 
complementary sensors within Micro-Electro-Mechanical 
Systems (MEMS) [7]. Apart from the internal connecting 
of sensors, in the context of smart cities, it is important to 
externally connect them via wireless network to a central 
unit that receives and processes data, so they are called 
wireless sensor networks [8]. That is important because 
cities are too complex for a single type of sensor needed 
to satisfy the demands for information necessary for smart 
management [2]. 

 

1.2 The Origin of the Smart City Concept  
 

During the last few decades, the world has been 
facing expansive urbanization and population growth. In 
2010, 50% of the world’s population lived in the cities on 
just 1% of the planet’s land area, and this figure is 
expected to rise to 75% or 6 billion people by 2050 [2, 4, 
6]. Due to the growth of cities, there will be even greater 
economic disparities in the world. Resource shortages, 
climate changes and environmental pollution will be more 
serious at the global level [4]. Cities will be especially 
vulnerable due to high concentration of the population, 
which will increase pressure on resources such as land, 
space, clean water and energy [9]. A particular challenge 
will be effective management of large cities and providing 
the basic functions to the citizens, such as transport, 
security, water supply and energy. The answer to these 
challenges is the development of smart cities based on 
information technologies. The use of technology in smart 
cities would lead to the reduction in consumption of 
energy, water and CO2 emissions. It would improve the 
use of existing infrastructure, provide new services to 
citizens and increase the quality of life [10]. 

However, there is a different perspective related to 
the origin of the concept and to the need for smart cities. 
Although the concept of "smart growth" has existed ever 
since the late 1990s, the most significant progress in the 
popularization of smart cities took place after the global 
financial crisis in 2008. At that time, IBM recognized the 
valuable market for its computer products as many cities 
have shown interest in economic development, while 
earlier mentioned motives were secondary. In fact, during 
the financial crisis in 2008-2009, the cities realized that 
they had to compete with other cities as never before. It 
wasn’t just the competition with their neighbors at the 
regional or national level, but – as a result of the Internet 
and global supply networks – competition with peers 
across the world. And it wasn’t only competition for 
investment and jobs, but for the Generation Y and 
Generation Z people (cohort of people born after 1980’s) 
who they hoped would be the developers of new 
economic strength. Their interest in smart cities is 
actually related to their own branding or image and their 
ability to attract these people, so-called "creative class" 
[10]. 
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According to these arguments, both aspects related to 
the origin of the smart city concept are partially correct. 
 
1.3 The Elements of Smart City 
 

Authors in [9] divided the definitions of smart cities 
from reviewed literature into two levels. One notion is 
that smart cities are a form of intelligent and sustainable 
urban development based on the concept of smart growth. 
The second group of papers considers smart cities as a 
technological phenomenon. Given that the approach of 
this study coincides with the latter, this approach will be 
explained in more detail. 

The technological architecture of smart cities is 
linked to the Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT), the Internet of Things (IoT), Wireless 
Sensor Network (WSN) and others. The layers of the 
technological architecture of smart cities / IoT are:  
1) sensors, 2) network and 3) applications. Sensors collect 
data through the network and send them to a central 
processing unit, on the basis of which decisions are made 
relating to the application layer [3, 5]. As a separate layer 
of the architecture, platform can be added,where the data 
are processed [9] (Fig. 1). 
 

 
Figure 1 Technological architecture of smart cities [9] 

 
Different schema of the smart cities’ technological 

architecture can be found in [11], which includes the 
interactions between actors in smart cities: citizens, 
municipality departments and service providers. Sensors 
and networks are put under the infrastructure of smart 
cities (Fig. 2). 

Application layers are urban systems or dimensions 
that require smart management. Their number is often 
between three and eight, depending on the authors to 
whom the reader is referred [4, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15]. 

The model proposed by the scientists from IBM 
decomposes cities in five application layers: the natural 
environment, infrastructure, resources, services and social 
systems. Each layer is more comprehensively classified 
[10] (Fig. 3). 

A simpler model of urban system is proposed in [13], 
which consists of three broad components: economic, 
social and environmental. The economic component 
includes public administration and economic actors, the 
environmental component includes resources and 
managerial infrastructure, and the social component is 
composed of citizens. The elements of smart city are 
linked by ICT (Fig. 4). 

 
Figure 2 Smart city actors interactions [11] 

 

 
Figure 3 Application layers in smart cities [10] 

 

 
Figure 4 Application layers in smart cities [13] 
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Table 1 Examples of sensors used for quantifying context to derive contextual 
information. Terms, related terms, characteristic context parameters, and 

application fields for different types of sensor [14]. 

Term Related Terms 
Characteristic Context 

Parameters, and Application 
Fields 

Technical Sensors – in Situ Sensors 

Environmental 
Sensors 

Environmental 
monitoring, 
urban 
Sensing 

Meteorology and weather 
Air pollution/quality 
monitoring 
Heat island detection 
Flood monitoring  
Nuclear radiation safety 

Mobile sensors 

Wearable 
ambient sensors, 
mobile 
sensor web 

Ubiquitous measurements, 
e.g., through bike-mounted 
sensors 
Disaster management 
Embedded mobile sensor 
web, application-
independent 

Pervasive 
sensing 

Ubiquitous 
sensing, socially 
aware computing 

Smart and aware 
environments and homes and 
ambient/active assisted 
living 
Pervasive healthcare 
RFID-based location and 
tracking 
Socially aware computing 

Technical Sensors – Remote Sensors 

Remote sensors 

Remote technical 
sensors and 
remote sensing 
systems, from 
satellite-based to 
terrestrial 

"Classic" airborne and 
spaceborne optical systems 
New developments: high 
resolution, hyperspectral, 
LiDAR, UAV 
Thermal 
Atmosphere/Aerosols 

Human Sensors 

People as 
sensors 

Citizens as 
sensors, citizen 
sensing, human 
sensing, human 
sensors, humans 
as sensors, 
physiological 
sensors, wearable 
body sensors, 
participatory 
sensing, 
Volunteered 
Geographic 
Information 
(VGI) 

Flood monitoring 
Generic participatory 
sensing and sensing 
platforms (for smart cities) 
Physiological parameters 
such as pulse, oxygen 
saturation, stress levels 
Disaster and incident 
management 
Noise mapping 
VGI in general and in some 
of the above mentioned 
examples (including 
postings in social media 
regarding public health, air 
quality etc.) 

Collective 
sensing 

Mobile phone 
sensing, crowd 
sensing, social 
sensing, online 
sensing, social 
media 

Disaster and incident 
management 
Mobility patterns and 
transportation 
Socio-physical context 
estimation 
Tourism 
Epidemiology and disease 
detection 

 
1.4 Performance Evaluation in Smart Cities Projects 

 
The smart cities concept is still too extensive and 

complex to be fully developed on the entire urban 
structures. Thus, the most usual way of smart cities 
development in practice is through the projects oriented 
on some particular city elements. These projects are very 
diverse, and in this context, performance evaluation in the 
smart cities projects is highly dependent on the problem 

which is tackled by the specific project. Therefore, there 
are no standardized key performance indicators for the 
evaluation of the expected effect which certain project 
should achieve for the city management or citizens quality 
of life, meaning that specific key performance indicators 
should be developed for each project. 

The similar statements can be found in [16], where an 
in-depth overview of the key performance indicators of 
smart cities in Europe is given. It has been noticed that 
smart cities ranking criteria cannot be unique on the 
global level, as it depends on authors and sponsors, 
databases, usage of indicators, spatial dimensions and 
elaborateness of results. 

 
2 INTEGRATED SENSOR SYSTEMS FOR SMART CITIES 

 
Sensors are a crucial component of any intelligent 

control system. A process is improved based on its 
environment and to make a control system aware of its 
environment, it is typically equipped with an array of 
sensors from which it collects the required data. 
Furthermore, it uses the appropriate variables to 
characterize its environment and adjust its operations 
accordingly [4]. Some other authors claim that smart 
cities are often pictured as constellations of instruments 
across many scales that are connected through multiple 
networks which provide continuous data regarding the 
movements of people and materials in terms of the flow 
of decisions about the physical and social form of the city 
[12]. 

The importance of sensor systems for smart cities can 
also be seen in the smart city conceptual models, where 
they are often suggested as the first layer of a smart city 
model [9, 11, 17]. 

Sensors have to be deployed in large numbers and 
they have to be interconnected, so that the collected data 
can be sent to a central information system, where 
intelligent decisions based on this data can be made. This 
poses a number of challenges. Firstly, there needs to be a 
communication infrastructure in place for these sensors to 
communicate with each other. Secondly, what is the most 
efficient way to aggregate and process this data? [4, 17] 
 
2.1 Sensors for Information Collecting 

 
In today’s concepts and terminology used in urban 

geo-sensing, sensors can be divided into three categories: 
in situ technical sensors, remote technical sensors, and 
human sensors (Tab. 1). These three categories overlap to 
a certain degree so they are not always easily 
distinguishable from each other. The difference between 
in situ and remote technical sensors is that in situ sensors 
are measuring in the immediate surroundings of the 
sensor, while remote technical sensors are, as the name 
suggests, measuring at a distance. Human sensor data are 
collected by human-generated measurements. These 
include subjective observations on the environment, 
social media posts, mobile phone calls and text messages, 
and physiological measurements by wearable body 
sensors. This definition implies a clear distinction 
between humans that generate data and humans that carry 
"ambient sensors" to measure external parameters (e.g. 
measuring air quality with a mobile sensor) [14]. 
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There is a widely accepted idea that sensors should be 
implemented in a form of sensor nodes. It is a number of 
sensors that can share the same power source, 
communication and processing unit. In such a way, it is 
possible to gather various information from multiple 
sensors at the same location. Because of a big number of 
sensor nodes that should be installed in a smart city, it is 
important to pay attention to their size and energy demand 
[4, 8, 9, 11, 15, 18, 19]. 

Geomatics also plays an important role in sensors and 
sensor systems for smart cities. For the majority of sensor 
measurements, in addition to their quantitative and 
qualitative components, it is necessary to determine the 
spatial component in order to provide complete 
information that will then serve to make decisions, and 
maybe even display the data to end users based on their 
spatial components. Apart from the spatial support for 
other data, there are many other spatial embedded 
questions arising in cities that need to be answered in a 
smart way (Tab. 2), and the most frequently suggested 
solution today is the use of GNSS devices [13, 20]. 
 

Table 2 Spatially embedded questions arising in projects to make the city 
smarter [13] 

Spatially embedded questions Information required 
Where is this? Location 
What is happening where? Event at a location 

Is this available here? Presence of a thematiccontent 
at a location 

What is the amount of this here? Statistics per location 
What is the amount of this per 
time unit? Data flow per location 

What is the best route? Routing 
What is here? Spatial content of an area 

What was here? Historical spatial content of an 
area 

What will be the impact of doing 
this here / of this event occurring 
here? 

Simulation of the interaction of 
an event with the spatial 
content of an area 

Can I do that here? 
Correlation between an action 
and the spatial content of an 
area 

 
2.2 Connecting the Information 

 
Communication technologies have a significant role 

in a smart city infrastructure. It is logical that, because of 
the feasibility and cost-effectiveness, priority is given to 
communication technologies that have already been 
developed and are widely used. Because of that, the most 
frequently mentioned technologies are 3rd Generation 
(3G), Longterm Evolution (LTE), Wireless fidelity 
(Wi-Fi), Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave 
Access (WiMAX), ZigBee, Cable Television (CATV), 
Dash7, Near Field Communication (NFC), Radio-
frequency identification (RFID) and Satellite 
communications [4, 15, 21, 22]. 

Depending on the area they cover, they are usually 
divided into Home Area Network (HAN), Wide Area 
Network (WAN) and Field Area Network (FAN). HAN 
includes technology that allows data transmission at short 
distances, such as ZigBee, Dash7, Wi-Fi or network 
technologies such as Ethernet. All the monitoring and 
control system’s components in a home are connected by 
the HAN. WAN includes technology that allows data 

transmission over longer distances than the HAN, and that 
provides communication between service providers and 
end users. FAN is commonly used in a smart grid to 
connect customers’ premises to infrastructure substations 
[4]. 

When talking about the connection between the 
sensor nodes, the Internet of Things (IoT) concept is also 
very important. It refers to the interconnection of uniquely 
identifiable embedded computing like devices within the 
existing Internet infrastructure. Typically, IoT is expected 
to offer advanced connectivity of devices, systems, and 
services that goes beyond machine-to-machine 
communications (M2M) and covers a variety of domains, 
and applications. According to the IoT concept, sensor 
nodes should be energy efficient and wirelessly connected 
to form a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). This would 
be a way to avoid the high costs and problems that arise 
from installation of the network cables [4, 5, 11, 14, 15, 
17, 22, 23]. 

 
3 APPLICATIONS OF THE INTEGRATED SENSOR 

SYSTEMS 
3.1 Smart Transport and Mobility Tracking 
 
 With the rapid growth in the number of cars over 
recent years, there is an increasing need for efficient 
transport management, in order to avoid traffic jams and 
optimize traffic flows, especially at intersections [4]. As 
smart cities prevail with an increasing capability to be 
instrumented with a diverse range of mobile and fixed 
sensors, connected via wireless and wired networks, these 
in turn enable a richer set of smart city Intelligent 
Transport System (ITS) services. Such services include 
adaptive personalized maps, adaptive vehicle navigation, 
smart fleet management and traffic monitoring, road 
incident detection, congestion avoidance, speed control 
via smart interaction with roadside controls, context-
based vehicle maintenance, car parking aids, human 
driver monitoring and better driving safety [23]. 

A conventional way to regulate traffic flow is by the 
use of traffic lights. These typically have fixed switch 
interval times, which are not adjustable to traffic 
conditions. Traffic jams have significant impacts on fuel 
consumption due to the frequent starts and stops, as well 
as increased carbon emissions. An adaptive scheme, 
dependent on traffic conditions, is more desirable. In this 
context, a method to estimate the number of cars 
approaching an intersection could generate information 
for switch interval times to be dynamically adjusted based 
on traffic conditions. For such an intelligent system to be 
realized, efficient methods to detect traffic (i.e., count the 
number of cars) are required. There have also been 
proposed smart intersections without traffic lights and 
stop signs. In that approach, wirelessly interconnected 
vehicles can communicate with each other and use 
decision-making for collision avoidance. 
 Cheap methods of sensing cars involve induction 
loop detectors which are buried in roads. Loops detectors 
can be used to detect the presence of metals, which is 
interpreted as a vehicle. Moreover, they can enable an 
estimate the kind of vehicle which has been sensed, its 
speed or other parameters, which can be useful for traffic 
flow management. To estimate a vehicle’s weight, other 
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methods such as weight in motion (WIM) can be used, 
whose sensors (e.g. piezoelectric systems, capacitive 
mats, bending plates, load cells, and optical WIM) are 
mounted on road surfaces. These highlighted methods 
usually carry high installation and maintenance costs. 
 Less intrusive (but not as accurate) and more 
sophisticated methods involve video cameras. These 
approaches are more attractive mainly because cameras 
can be easily installed and the level of required 
maintenance is low, compared to previously described 
approaches. Furthermore, in the instances where 
surveillance cameras are already installed, these can be 
used for intelligent transportation applications. The 
system which consists of multiple standard CCTV 
cameras and personal computers (PCs) was tested in 
different environments (e.g. airports and tunnels). The 
main drawback of computer vision-based methods is their 
performance dependency on environment conditions, such 
as lighting, occlusions and weather. For night-time 
scenario, street lamps and traffic lights can be used for 
vehicle sensing, as vehicles can be detected by 
considering the distance between vehicle’s headlights [4]. 
 Apart from vehicle detection, smart cities use 
mobility data recorded by integrated sensor systems. A 
system using such data is M-Atlas, which is focused onto 
the concept of a trajectory, i.e., a sequence of time-
stamped locations, sampled from the itinerary of a 
moving object. Trajectories pertaining to human travel or 
movement can be reconstructed from the data sensed in 
various contexts, including Global Navigation Satellite 
System (GNSS) tracks from vehicular or hand-held 
navigation devices, call detail records from mobile phone 
(GSM) carriers and providers, time-stamped location 
records from online services or social networks, and so 
on. 
 GNSS technologies allow us to record individual 
mobility data across entire urban network. In Italy, a 
sample of 3% of the whole vehicle population is 
monitored for insurance purposes, providing information 
on single trajectories with a spatial scale of 2 km and a 
time scale 30 seconds. Moreover, one datum is always 
recorded when the vehicle engine starts or stops. Each 
datum includes position, speed, motion direction, and 
GNSS quality. Despite the relatively poor spatial 
resolution of such GNSS data, it is possible to perform a 
real time reconstruction of the individual trajectory 
dynamics on the road network. Analytical detection of 
patterns in spatiotemporal mobility can support planning 
and regulation of traffic flows [12]. 
 
3.2 Smart Grid 
  
 The electricity demand is expected to increase 
globally for more than two-thirds by the year of 2035 
according to the International Energy Agency. Such 
increase in electricity demand will put a higher burden on 
the current outdated and overstressed power 
infrastructure. The existing power grid suffers from 
unreliability due to the lack of efficient monitoring, fault 
diagnostic, and automation techniques. These problems 
are not related only to electrical power infrastructure but 
to water, gas, heat and other city infrastructures as well. 
Yet, the solutions for electrical power infrastructure are 

leading in this field. Some of the specific electrical power 
infrastructure related problems are unidirectional flow 
from the generating stations to the customers, estimation 
and prediction of supply based on previous available data, 
mechanical switches causing slow response times, and 
centralized generation schemes. 
 Smart grid has emerged to tackle these challenges, 
where the name suggests an intelligent power 
infrastructure. Smart grid technology promises to make 
the world power systems more secure, reliable, efficient, 
flexible, and sustainable. It can be defined as a modern 
infrastructure with efficiency and reliability enhanced 
through automated control, modern communication 
infrastructure, monitoring and measuring technologies, 
and advanced energy management based on demand 
optimization, energy and grid availability etc. [4, 5, 8, 11, 
24, 25]. 
 Some of the solutions to mentioned problems propose 
bi-directional flow and decentralized generation scheme. 
A bi-directional system is an improvement to the 
conventional distribution scheme in the sense that 
electricity flows from the utility to the client’s premises 
and vice versa. A more efficient use of energy is then 
possible, whereby electricity can flow back to the utility 
(to be stored for later use) in cases of low demand. The 
concept of distributed generation enables a scenario 
where, instead of having a centralized generation scheme, 
additional electricity generation points can be located 
closer to customers, reducing thus the impact of losses on 
electricity transportation over long distances. 
Additionally, this enables more innovative demand 
response programs to be put into action. Preferably, these 
distributed generation points could be ecological and use 
renewable sources like wind, sun and water energy [4, 5, 
24]. 
 In smart grid, a reliable and real-time monitoring is 
highly required to provide solutions quickly when natural 
accidents or catastrophes occur to prevent power 
disturbance and outage. Hence, intelligent monitoring and 
sensing capabilities to insure real-time response from the 
power grid are necessary. Wireless sensor networks can 
be used as compared to traditional communication 
technologies because of its low-cost, rapid deployment, 
flexibility, and aggregated intelligence via parallel 
processing. Data acquired by these networks can then be 
used as a feedback information about performances and 
reliability of the grid for the authorized institutions. An 
important sensing application in smart grid, amongst 
others, is the monitoring of overhead transmission lines. 
By monitoring the lines, utilities ensure that power 
delivery occurs within safe limits. For instance, systems 
like STAMP sense the temperature, sag and tension 
values of an overhead line in real time and determine the 
state, or health, of the line from these measurements. 
Apart from monitoring and controlling the grid, sensors 
can also be used for active monitoring of a household 
power consumption and thus provide savings and more 
dynamic billing system [4, 5]. 
 
3.3 Smart Environment 
  

If the city is not well organized and equipped to face 
the stress of rapidly growing urbanization, chaos quickly 
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takes place. The quality of life, the security, the 
effectiveness of citizens’ services, the economic 
development and attractiveness, and the quality of the 
environment may decrease quickly affecting the life of the 
community [13]. 

As a solution for preserving smart city environment, a 
concept of smart environment is proposed, where air and 
water quality, temperature, humidity and other parameters 
would be continuously measured. In that way, the changes 
of environment could be tracked and pollution could be 
kept at a reasonable level. Special attention is paid to 
mitigation of emission which is a serious threat to our 
planet, and this is one of the main goals of smart cities. 
Monitoring of environment requires a large number of 
various sensors to be placed, mostly outdoors at locations 
such as parks, rivers etc. In this regard, the placement of 
wireless sensors on vehicles or buildings is proposed, so 
that air pollution in a smart city can be monitored [4, 19]. 

With the development of the technology, the numbers 
of electromagnetic fields and the mechanisms, devices 
and systems working in the wave base, hence the intensity 
of the electromagnetic field that these systems spread as 
well, show a rapid increase. The use of 3G and 4G 
systems being the new-age communication and 
transmission systems have caused these changes to be 
increased rapidly in the recent years. The physical and 
biological impacts of these fields on the plants and the 
living beings that have frequency spectrum varying 
generally from Hz to increments of GHz become 
frequently a current issue. Some other problems related to 
fast-growing cities are lighting systems that cause light 
pollution in the areas around big cities and big energy 
consumption, noise pollution that has negative effects on 
people living and working in cities, and waste 
management that will represent ever growing problem for 
cities in the future. In order to solve these problems, 
today’s technology should be used and smart solutions 
found [8]. 
 
4 DISCUSSION 
  
 The disagreements about the terminology and 
definitions result from the fact that the real smart cities 
still do not exist in practice, but mostly at the level of 
ideas and partial development. Most definitions of smart 
cities emphasize the importance of information and 
computer technology in more effective management of 
the physical infrastructure and the environment. However, 
it should be added that the smart cities are a tool for 
improving the quality of life of people and human 
communities. Cities that are smart only in terms of 
economy are not smart at all if they ignore social 
conditions of their citizenry [12]. 
 In general, every concept of spatial development 
(sustainable, technological, smart, etc.) should be directed 
to the benefit of mankind as part of nature. Sustainable 
development should be sustainable for humans – the 
preservation of the natural environment is in this function, 
and not a goal in itself. Thus, the development of 
technology should not be developed in order to replace 
the humans, but to serve and help them, much like 
Asimov set in the laws of robotics [26]. Smart 
development should also benefit the people. This raises 
the question of whether the smart cities are good for 
people and do we really want to live in real smart cities? 

 As far as sensor systems go, despite the current level 
of technological development, there are still some 
technological and conceptual problems. For example, 
some problems regarding quality of sensors and 
information they gather, determining the number of 
sensors for a particular application, integration of a large 
quantity of heterogeneous information, sensor power 
supply, and spatial component of the data still occur. 
 Although the use of as much sensors as possible for 
data gathering is encouraged [4], attention should be paid 
to the quality of the collected data and its usability. Too 
many redundant data are not desirable. For example, air 
quality is not as variable for every building to need a 
sensor. This would lead to too many data that would 
occupy memory and slow down the system, but would not 
contribute to the quality of the results. In addition, when 
selecting the sensors, one should take into consideration 
their purpose and quality (price to accuracy ratio). Is it 
really necessary to place a sensor on every flower pot in 
order to monitor the moisture and notify the need of 
watering? If the noise pollution is less important than 
earthquakes, should the same amount of funds be invested 
in both noise and seismic sensors? 
 Furthermore, if a large number of various sensors is 
placed, the problem of heterogeneity of the collected data 
emerges. The collected data should help the central 
system to make better decisions that will result in a 
smarter management of the city. This means that a lot of 
information which can have various formats, and even 
different spatial and temporal resolutions should be used 
to make unique decisions. The man’s ability to make good 
and reasonable decisions is based on human logic and 
intelligence, which brings forward the concept of artificial 
intelligence (AI) as the solution for computer based 
decision making. Although there are some AI solutions 
available today, the AI concept is still developing and 
some time will pass before it really comes alive [27]. For 
the problems of the variability of data formats and 
interoperability between different systems within a smart 
city to be solved, norms and standards should be 
developed. The main global standardization organizations 
are following the development and issues regarding smart 
cities, and the corresponding standards are actively being 
developed [17, 27]. 
 The wireless connection is widely accepted as a 
solution for the connection of sensors and sensor systems 
in smart cities, but the question of sensor power supply 
still remains. Most authors today see CMOS battery as a 
sensor power source, but that doesn’t mean it is final or 
the best solution. If we are talking about a large number 
of sensors, it would not be convenient to have to change 
the batteries every now and then. Wired power supply is 
also problematic because it requires costly installation of 
the infrastructure and causes some complications in a 
sensor placing process. As a future solution to this 
problem, the concept of wireless energy transfer arises. In 
that way, the quality of the sensors could be increased 
because their functions would no longer have to be 
limited in order to prolong the battery life. 
 In the smart cities, where a large number of sensors is 
placed and new information is obtained every minute, it is 
needed for this information to be visualized. If city 
officials could monitor the city related information on 
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some kind of a map or GIS interface, it would be easier 
for them to perceive this information. Also, the basic data 
are not sufficient for any information to be useful, thus, it 
is needed to connect data to the corresponding location. 
For example, if we measure the brightness, noise level or 
air quality it is necessary to know the location of this 
information. Spatial data are an important part of a smart 
city and should by no means be disregarded. Of course, it 
is not necessary to track the location of each sensor in real 
time, nor the location of each sensor needs to be 
determined with the same accuracy. It depends on 
whether the sensor is dynamic (in motion) or static, and 
the importance, precision, and nature of the information 
that is being obtained. If we have a sensor that monitors 
air quality and its data represent the whole neighborhood, 
it is sufficient to determine its position with tens of 
meters’ accuracy, but if you adjust the traffic position of 
the car relative to the intersection, the accuracy of the car 
position should not exceed one meter. Unfortunately, it 
must be noted that in the most of the studied papers, there 
was not enough attention paid to the spatial component of 
the information collected by the sensors.This is probably 
related to the problem from the following section. 
 Based on viewing and analyzing all the collected 
literature on smart cities, a low degree of 
interdisciplinarity, i.e. cooperation between scientists of 
different scientific branches, can be noticed. Scientists are 
mostly focused on solving the problems more familiar to 
them and generally look at the problems from their branch 
of science standpoint. The problems of cities in general, 
and especially smart cities, are too complex to be solved 
by a single scientific branch or profession. This is often 
accentuated regarding security issues which are frequently 
overcoming other aspects of smart city. Good balance in 
scientific branches and professions participating in 
creation of smart city should ensure good balance 
between actors and elements of a smart city model. 
 
5 CONCLUSION 
  
 Smart cities are now ubiquitous topic which is not 
discussed only in scientific circles, but also in the media. 
However, development of the concept of smart cities 
should be left to professionals and scientists, where 
especially a distinction should be made between the 
solutions that are really smart and those which only use 
modern technology in the form of integrated sensor 
systems and their upgrades. Yet, for the implementation 
of this concept, it is even desirable to include as many 
stakeholders as possible who are its end users. Moreover, 
the development should be adjusted to the physical, 
economic, social and other specific characteristics of 
individual cities. 

There are several approaches regarding the issue of 
smart cities and sensor systems inside them, which mainly 
depend on the person’s profession or scientific field. 
Sometimes the consideration about smart cities can be 
affected by the fact that someone is from the city, so 
problems of this city are closer and clearer to him. 
Therefore, it should be done more on the development of 
the interdisciplinarity and cooperation in the study of the 
problems of smart cities to produce more comprehensive 
and better solutions. 
 Finally, more attention should be paid to the location 
of the information collected by the integrated sensor 

systems in order for them to be effectively used in smart 
cities. It is the location that is one of the three major 
issues in modern society: what, when and where? Today, 
most of the information in the world has a spatial 
component and without it, almost all the information is 
not complete. 
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